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Abstract

Individuals with an autistic spectrum disorder are impaired not only in understanding others’ mental states, but also in self-regulation of

social–emotional behavior. Therefore, a model of the brain in autism must encompass not only those brain systems that subserve social–

cognitive and emotional functioning, but also those that subserve the self-regulation of behavior in response to a changing social

environment. We present evidence to support the hypothesis that developmental dysfunction of the orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit of the

brain is a critical factor in the development of autism and that some of the characteristic deficits of persons with autism in socio-emotional

cognition and behavioral self-regulation are related to early dysfunction of different components of this circuit. A secondary hypothesis posits

that the degree of intellectual impairment present in individuals with autism is directly related to the integrity of the dorsolateral prefrontal–

hippocampal circuit of the brain. Together, these hypotheses have the potential to help explain the neurodevelopmental basis of some of the

primary manifestations of autism as well as the heterogeneity of outcomes.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Despite the vast amount of research it has attracted in

recent years, the autistic spectrum of disorder (including

such diagnostic categories as Autistic Disorder, Asperger

Disorder, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder—Not

Otherwise Specified) is still in some respects poorly

understood. The considerable behavioral and developmental

heterogeneity of these disorders even among those
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individuals who fully meet diagnostic criteria for autism,

makes the search for causes and treatments extremely

complex. At present, for example, we do not know why

some children with autism develop language and others do

not; why some have mental retardation and others do not;

why some appear to progress normally from birth, only to

suffer a ‘regression’ to autism in the second year of life; why

individuals vary in the extent to which they manifest

repetitive or obsessive–compulsive behaviors; or why the

degree of autistic social deficits varies among individuals.

The answers to such questions about phenotype are elusive

in part because relationships between brain and behavior as

the child with autism develops are incompletely understood.

For example, apparent subtypes of the autistic spectrum

may share a basis in impairment of overlapping areas of the

brain, or may share impairments of the same structures but

to differing degrees, or may differ in the developmental

timing of brain dysfunction. Despite much research there is

still no well-accepted account of an underlying brain

dysfunction shared by all persons with the full syndrome

of autism, to say nothing of the broader spectrum of autistic

disorder. Indeed, it can be argued that the heterogeneity of

autism is so great that a single neural substrate is unlikely

(e.g. Reichler and Lee, 1987).

Moreover, it is clear that the manifestations of autism

change with the development of the individual. This fact

makes the task of explaining autism—whether on the

neurobiological or the behavioral level—even more

complex. A model of the neural substrates of autism and

their relationship to behavior must include an accounting of

the ways in which brain development, learning, the child’s

own self-organizing activity, and environmental factors

work together over time to produce a particular develop-

mental outcome. In this review, we present a model of

neurobehavioral development in autism that addresses the

central behavioral and cognitive manifestations of autism as

they are currently understood, while taking account of the

wide variability seen in the disorder, not only among

individuals but also over the developmental course of an

individual.
1. Autism, social understanding, and self-regulation

Autism is centrally characterized by developmental

disruption in social–emotional behavior and communi-

cation. Numerous studies have documented that, across

the spectrum of disability, individuals with autism have

poor social and affective relatedness, difficulty developing

and maintaining social relationships with peers, problems in

the social use of language, unusual non-verbal behaviors

including gesture, abnormalities of emotional awareness

and expression, and in general, difficulty meeting

cultural expectations for age-appropriate social behavior

(see for reviews Loveland, 2005; Loveland and Tunali-Ko-

toski, 2005; Volkmar et al., 1997). The social- emotional
manifestations of autism are among those that cause the

most difficulty in the lives of persons with autism and their

families.

Most recent explanations of autism on the psychological

level have reflected the view that behavioral manifestations

of the disorder are the result of underlying deficits in

cognition, affect, or both. Research has provided clear

evidence that, compared with persons without autism of

similar verbal level, persons with autism are poorer at

reasoning about what others think, know or believe,

recognizing emotional expressions and gestures, and

making social attributions and judgments (Adolphs et al.,

2001, Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Hobson and Lee, 1989;

Hobson et al., 1988ab; Klin, 2000; Leslie and Frith, 1990;

Loveland et al., 1995; 1997; Perner et al., 1989; Pierce et al.,

1997; Snow et al., 1987; Weeks and Hobson, 1987). These

findings have been interpreted to show that people with

autism lack insight into the mental life of other people; that

they do not appreciate others’ points of view; and that they

are impaired in recognizing other people’s emotions and

reactions in social situations. Thus, if they are in fact

operating with incomplete or incorrect information about

other people, it is not difficult to see how persons with

autism might behave inappropriately in social situations.

However, there is an additional factor linking the person

with autism’s imperfect understanding of the social world

with the resulting inappropriate behavior. Information about

other persons, their mental states, emotions, attitudes,

intentions, etc. as well as the larger context of their actions,

is necessary for regulating one’s own behavior. Self-

regulation of social behavior—the ability to select and

initiate complex behaviors in response to the specific

conditions of the social environment—depends critically

on detecting information about the social world but also on

evaluating its functional significance for the self (Loveland,

2001). Because the conditions of the social environment

continually change, behavioral self-regulation in response

to the social world is an essential adaptive process for

humans and for many non-human animals that begins very

early in life (Cicchetti and Tucker, 1994). For example,

studies of infants have illustrated the reciprocal sensitivity

of parent–infant pairs to each other’s variations in affect and

responsiveness, and the effect of this sensitivity on the

dialogic train of interactive behavior (Fogel et al., 1997;

Trevarthen, 1979; Trevarthen and Hubley, 1978). Young

children commonly rely on social referencing—identifying

the adult’s reaction to environmental events—to determine

such things as the safety of a new situation and the best

behavioral course to pursue. Older children and adults, too,

are ordinarily quite sensitive to information about other

individuals’ mental states, attitudes, etc. and use this

information to modify their own behavior accordingly.

The self-regulation of social behavior, then, depends first

on the ability to perceive or infer relevant information about

what others may think, feel or intend, because this

information indicates what others are likely to do. It
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depends secondly on the ability to evaluate and modify our

own behavior in light of what believe to be true about

others, so that our behavior toward them will be effective in

achieving our social/communicative goals (e.g. recruiting

help, being accepted, communicating a fact, attracting a

mate, intimidating an enemy, etc.). This process of

perception and action is continuous and cyclical, in that

modifications to our own behavior affect the social

environment that we perceive, which in turn leads us to

modify our behavior further, and so forth (Loveland, 2001).

In autism, this cycle of social perception and action could

break down in a number of ways. Failure to perceive or infer

accurately what others know, feel or intend could lead to the

expression of inappropriate behavior, but so also could a

failure to modify one’s own behavior appropriately in light

of accurate information. Some studies have found that

persons with autism may not modify their own behavior

appropriately in response to the perceived distress of others,

even when they seem to be aware of it (Loveland and

Tunali, 1991; Sigman et al., 1992.) There is also recent

evidence showing that some individuals with autism have

the ability to ‘mind-read’, or predict others’ mental states,

but that they do not necessarily do so in their daily lives

(Rieffe et al., 2000). Similarly, Serra et al. (1999) found that

even though higher-functioning children with autism

performed well on emotional role-taking tasks in the

laboratory, they nonetheless were less likely than controls

to describe inner states or psychological characteristics

when talking spontaneously about others. Some findings

suggest that individuals with autism may fail to perceive the

behavioral consequences of other people’s behavior for

themselves; as a result, they may be poor at judging how to

respond. Loveland and colleagues (2001) found that

children and adolescents with autism were less accurate

than controls to detect whether videotaped children were

willing to share some candy. Likewise, persons with autism

are poorer at judging whether a face looks ‘trustworthy’

(Adolphs et al., 2001). Such judgments are important to

selecting the appropriate actions in a social context. Taken

together these studies suggest that people with autism,

though probably less able than others to understand mental

states and other socially relevant information (social

perception), may also be less able to use such information

to guide their own behavior (emotional self-regulation). If

so, then it is understandable that the social behavior of

people with autism is inappropriate across a variety of

situations.
2. Characteristics of a neurodevelopmental model

for autism

If individuals with an autistic spectrum disorder have a

central social–emotional impairment related not only to

understanding of others’ mental states, intentions, and

emotions, but also to self-regulation of social behavior, then
a model of brain dysfunction in autism must encompass not

only those structures and systems that subserve social

awareness and emotion recognition, but also those that

subserve the regulation of behavior in response to a

changing social environment (Damasio et al., 1991). If so,

then, the neurodevelopmental basis of autism is likely to be

more complex than can be captured by impairment of a

single, discrete structure or region of the brain. In addition,

because autism is a developmental disorder beginning very

early in life, rather than the result of an acquired brain

injury, early dysfunction of one specific structure of the

brain could initiate a cascade of neural events leading to the

emergence of aberrant neural circuits or structures,

principally those with a protracted maturation. Hence, we

should expect to find that dysfunction of brain systems or

circuits, rather than of discrete structures, will underlie the

development of autism (see also Lee et al., 2003).

Further, a model of the brain in autism must provide

opportunities to account for heterogeneities across the

spectrum. It must help to explain the ways in which

individuals across the autistic spectrum are known to differ,

in terms of brain systems that may be impaired to varying

extents in different individuals. Although it can be argued

that one should focus exclusively on commonalities among

persons with autism, rather than their differences, we

believe that differences across the autistic spectrum

are important and may help illuminate the basis of the

disorder. In any case, autism will not be completely

understood until the sources of these differences in outcome

can be identified.

Finally, a neurodevelopmental model of autism must

necessarily reflect the fact that persons with autism change

as they develop. Manifestations of autism change as the

individual matures, resulting in different needs and skills at

different ages in the same individual. Behavioral changes in

the manifestations of autism over development reflect the

effects of experience, but also the maturation of a brain that

may be impaired from very early in life. Such a person may

be developing and organizing in ways very different from

the usual pattern of development and may differently react

to environmental stressors early in life. A model for the

development of the brain in autism must, for example, take

into consideration the adverse impact that the dysfunction of

early-developing brain structures will have on later

developing structures with which they are interconnected

as well as the additional adverse effects of abnormal early

transactions with the child’s environment, which can affect

both subsequent brain development and the child’s learned

ability to self-regulate behavior.
3. Neural networks involved in autism

Although a number of areas of the brain, including the

brainstem, cerebellum, frontal lobe, and limbic structures,

have been implicated as abnormal in persons with autism
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(Bachevalier, 1991, 1994, 2000; Bachevalier and Merja-

nian, 1994; Bauman and Kemper, 2004; Courchesne, 1989,

Courchesne, 1997; Damasio and Maurer, 1978; Fein et al.,

1987; McEvoy et al., 1993; Ornitz, 1983; Rumsey and

Hamburger, 1988), there is as yet no single, well-accepted

neurodevelopmental model for autism. For example, view-

ing autism as a disorder of sensory modulation affecting

cortical mechanisms of selective attention, Ornitz (1983)

and Courchesne et al. (1994) have hypothesized involve-

ment of the cerebellum, parietal cortex, brainstem,

thalamus, and striatum. Alternatively, DeLong (1978) and

Heltzer and Griffin (1981) have hypothesized bilateral

dysfunction in medial temporal lobe structures (hippo-

campus and amygdala) and have drawn parallels between

the amnesic and Klüver–Bucy syndromes and autism. By

analogy to adult behavioral neurology, Damasio and Maurer

(1978) have speculated that there is dysfunction in bilateral

neural structures that include mesolimbic cortex in the

mesial frontal and temporal lobes, neostriatum, and anterior

and medial nuclear groups of the thalamus, structures that

are targets of dopaminergic mesencephalic neurons. This

fronto-limbic dysfunction in autism was also posited by

Bishop (1993). The functional abnormalities revealed by

recent electroencephalographic and metabolic studies

(EEG, PET, and NMR) in the association areas of the

cortex have led Minshew and colleagues (Minshew et al.,

1997) to view autism as a disorder of information

processing. Baron-Cohen et al. (1999, 2000) based on a

fMRI study, identified dysfunction within a neural network

important for social cognition in autism and comprising the

superior temporal gyrus, the amygdala, and the orbitofrontal

cortex. Finally, based on neuroimaging studies indicating

activation of the anterior cingulate area when normal

subjects have to take into account others’ mental states,

Frith and Frith (2001) speculated that the social deficit in

autism may also be linked to a dysfunction of this neural

system.

One of the underlying problems with the studies

described above is that they lack a specific hypothesis that

explains not only the symptoms associated with autism, but

their heterogeneity, and their developmental time course. A

major challenge for any model of brain development in

autism is to address the neural substrate for the central

characteristics of the disorder, while at the same time giving

an account of how variations in its expression might arise.

Clearly a simple and static unidirectional model in which a

defective brain structure results in a specific behavioral

deficit is not adequate for this purpose. In our model we

present the basis for a more comprehensive approach, one

that provides some insights into possible sources of

variability linked to differences in neural development.

Given that the core symptoms of autism relate to difficulties

not only in understanding others’ mental states, intentions,

and emotions, but also in self-regulation of social and

emotional behavior, a neurodevelopmental model of autism

must involve neural structures or networks maturing
relatively early in infancy and subserving emotion, social

cognition, and self-regulation of behavior. We thus propose

that a dysfunction of a neural circuit involving the

amygdala, the orbitofrontal cortex, and their interconnec-

tions with the cingulate cortex, temporal pole area, and

superior temporal gyrus (STS) are at the origin of the social

deficits in autism. At the same time, given the heterogeneity

of the symptoms, our general framework or hypothesis takes

into account additional considerations:

A number of recent experimental neurobiological and

clinical studies have identified the amygdala, and orbito-

frontal, cingulate and temporopolar cortex as being

particularly important for the regulation of emotional states

and the development of well-adapted social skills. Thus, we

speculate as have others (Baron-Cohen et al., 1999, 2000;

Dawson et al., 1998; Schultz et al., 2000b) that early

dysfunction of this neural circuit might be the substrate for

the severe socio-emotional deficits seen in autism. This

proposal is consistent with evidence suggesting that the

amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex mature relatively early in

the first years of life in humans, so that an early impairment

of these brain structures could result in behavioral changes

that will appear in infancy.

The second consideration is based on differences in the

time periods in which these neural structures arrive at

maturity. Thus, given that the amygdala is almost fully

mature at birth (Humphrey, 1968; Nikolic and Kostovic,

1986) whereas the orbitofrontal cortex begins to mature

slightly later, i.e. around the second year of life (Happaney

et al., 2004; Overman, 2004), we postulate that the severity

of the emotional and social changes as well as their

developmental time course may vary, depending on which

of these two structures, or both, are affected earlier in life.

Although relatively little is known about the maturation of

other neural structures within the neural network subserving

social cognition, it is likely that they will also play a

significant role in the timing, nature and severity of the

behavioral deficits.

Developmental behavioral studies in both rodents

(Daenen et al., 2002; Diergaarde et al., 2004; Wolterink

et al., 2001) and non-human primates (Bachevalier, 1994;

Bauman et al., 2004; Prather et al., 2001; Thompson, 1981)

have shown that early damage to the amygdala produces

behavioral changes that share similarities with some of the

symptoms described in people with autism. Further, if the

damage extends to the hippocampus and adjacent cortical

areas, intellectual deficits are associated with the behavioral

changes (Bachevalier, 1994). We thus hypothesize that

mental retardation in the majority of people with autism

may likewise be associated with extent of dysfunction

within the medial temporal lobe.

Finally, animal studies have also shown that neonatal

focal lesions of structures within the medial temporal region

may have widespread effects on the maturing brain,

propagating to and affecting structures and functions of

other neural systems distant from the site of the lesions, such
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as striatal-prefrontal dopamine regulation (Bertolino et al.,

1997; Lipska et al., 1992; Saunders et al., 1998; Wood et al.,

2003). We thus speculate that in autism, perturbations of the

dynamic processes associated with brain maturation across

development could trigger a cascade of structural and

functional changes, which leads to the formation of aberrant

neural circuits. These aberrant circuits could manifest

themselves as behavioral abnormalities associated with the

primary social deficit of autism. These neurobehavioral

abnormalities, rather than remaining static throughout life,

can further evolve as the subject matures, leading to greater

developmental differences over time. This process could

thus help to explain the heterogeneity of cognitive and

behavioral deficits found in people with autism.

In the remainder of this paper, we review the clinical and

experimental evidence that substantiates our general frame-

work. Following a brief overview of the anatomical

organization of the orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit and its

role in the self-regulation of socio-emotional behavior, we

review data on the development of this neural system and on

the behavioral consequences of its dysfunction early in

development. Evidence is provided to support the idea that

heterogeneity of autistic symptoms may rest upon the extent

to which the orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit is impaired and

on the influence of this early dysfunction on the developing

brain overall. Finally, growing evidence for a dysfunction of

the orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala in autism is

considered.
4. The anatomical organization of the orbitofrontal–

amygdala circuit

Social cognition is realized through a complex neural

network of interconnected structures, which includes the

ventromedial portion of the prefrontal cortex, the amygdala

within the temporal lobe, and their interconnections with the

hypothalamus and brain stem (MacLean, 1949; Papez,

1937). Anatomical studies have further demonstrated that

two major subsystems appear to feed into this limbic system

(for review see Barbas, 1995; Goldman-Rakic and Gold-

man-Rakic, 1987). One is a system centered around the

hippocampus, which comprises the posterior cingulate

cortex and parahippocampal gyri, anterior thalamic nuclei,

and the parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. This

dorsal circuit appears to monitor the online-processing of

sensory events and current actions in the service of the

visuospatial domain and memory. The second is a ventral

circuit centered around the amygdala, which includes the

anterior cingulate and orbital frontal cortex and the

mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus. This ventral circuit

has been implicated in the monitoring of emotional states

and social cognition as well as in the self-regulation

of behavior through knowledge of emotional responses

and intentions of others (Barbas, 1995; Brothers, 1989,

Brothers, 1995).
The amygdala, located in the anterior portion of the

medial temporal lobe, comprises a set of thirteen inter-

connected nuclei with different connectional features (for

reviews see Amaral, 1992; Emery and Amaral, 1999; Rolls,

1999). Its cytological components and interconnections

have been extensively studied in monkeys and share strong

similarity with those of humans (Gloor, 1997). Briefly, the

lateral nucleus receives an enormous array of highly

processed sensory information, including visual information

from faces and facial expressions, gaze direction, body

postures and movements, as well as auditory information

from specific vocal sounds and intonations. Reciprocally,

via the basal nucleus, it provides a route by which affective

states can modulate the cortical processing of sensory

stimuli. Interestingly, because these feedback projections

from the amygdala to the cortical sensory areas are

widespread, reaching not only the association cortical

areas but also the primary sensory cortical areas, emotional

states could influence sensory inputs at very early stages in

their processing, by weighting the emotional significance of

sensory information. The central nucleus provides a relay to

the brainstem and hypothalamus through which the

amygdala is thought to influence the autonomic and

endocrine manifestations of emotion, respectively. Via

this pathway, sensory stimuli could influence and activate

emotional reactions. The basal and accessory basal nuclei

project substantially to the ventral striatum, thereby offering

a way by which affective states could provide access to

subcortical elements of the motor system and so affect

actions, including the modulation of facial and vocal

expressions, body postures and movements. In addition,

the amygdala significantly interacts with the hippocampal

formation, and can thus act upon and modulate stored

information in cortical areas (e.g. past experience with an

individual).

The orbital region of the prefrontal cortex is a mesiocortical

area that occupies the ventral surface of the frontal lobe.

Comparative anatomical studies have indicated that the

orbitofrontal cortex shares great similarities among primates,

including humans, and that it can be subdivided into distinct

cortical areas (for review see Barbas, 1995; Carmichael and

Price, 1994; Cavada et al., 2000; Öngür and Price, 2000;

Petrides and Pandya, 2002; Semendeferi et al., 1998). Like the

amygdala, it receives highly-processed information from all

sensory modalities (visual, somatosensory, visceral, olfactory,

and gustatory) and, based on the pattern of its connectivity, it

has been divided into medial and lateral networks. The medial

network of the orbital frontal cortex, e.g. area 14, has strong

connections with the hippocampus and associated areas of the

cingulate, retrosplenial, and entorhinal cortices. The lateral

network has been further subdivided into a caudal sector, e.g.

areas 12 and 13, that is mainly interconnected with the

amygdala, midline thalamus, and temporal pole, and a rostral

sector, e.g. areas 12 and 11, that has more pronounced

connections with the insula, mediodorsal nucleus of the

thalamus, inferior parietal lobule and dorsolateral prefrontal
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cortex. Interestingly, the orbital frontal cortex differs in many

ways from the most dorsolateral prefrontal region. For

example, unlike the dorsolateral prefrontal area, which

receives projections primarily from the mediodorsal nucleus

of the thalamus, the orbital frontal area receives projections

primarily from midline and intralaminar nuclei (Barbas,

1995). In addition, the orbital frontal cortex receives robust

projections from both the amygdala and the temporopolar

area, whereas the rest of the prefrontal cortex appears to have

few, if any, links with the amygdala and temporal pole

(Ghashghaei and Barbas, 2002). Thus, unlike the dorsolateral

aspect of the prefrontal cortex, the orbital frontal area receives

information about all aspects of the external and internal

environment, from thalamic nuclei involved in associative

aspects of memory, and from the amygdala and temporal pole

that are thought to regulate emotional states. Thus, the

connections between the amygdala and orbital frontal cortex

may permit the modulation and self-regulation of emotional

behavior in relation to rapid changes in a social situation or

context (e.g. dominance relationships, situational features).

Finally, the orbital frontal cortex also sends inputs to brain

regions, such as the preoptic region of the lateral hypothala-

mus, that are critical for hormonal modulation of emotions,

and to motor centers, such as the head of the caudate and the

ventral tegmental area, that are critical for motor control of

emotional behaviors (Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1985).

In sum, the anatomical organization and reciprocal

relationship between the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex

implies that these brain regions may share a close functional

relationship within a system essential for the maintenance of

intra-specific social bonding and the self-regulation of

emotional states. Converging evidence from rodents,

humans, and non-human primates indicates that the

interconnections between the basolateral complex of the

amygdala and the orbital frontal cortex are crucial to

the formation and use of expectancies for reinforcers in the

guidance of goal-directed behavior (Gottfried et al., 2003;

Holland and Gallagher, 2004). Yet, the mechanisms by

which these neural structures participate in social cognition

are still poorly understood and it is unknown whether the

specific mechanisms related to each structure can be

distinguished or whether these neural structures function

as a unitary ‘system’. Nevertheless, as reviewed below,

there exists some evidence to suggest that each component

of this neural network may contribute differently to the

control of social cognition.
5. The orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit and self-

regulation of socio-emotional behavior

Recent studies of humans with restricted amygdala

damage have reported inappropriate and irrational social

behavior and social disinhibition (for review see Adolphs,

2003; Bechara et al., 2003). In addition, when presented

with pictures of unfamiliar people, these patients
abnormally rated as trustworthy faces of people who were

judged as untrustworthy by control subjects. Interestingly,

the deficit appeared to be greatest with the faces that

controls had rated the most negatively. Thus, the human

amygdala appears critical for the retrieval of socially

relevant knowledge on the basis of facial information

(Adolphs et al., 2005). For example, damage to the

amygdala impaired judgments of fear and sadness but not

of happiness (Adolphs et al., 1995; Adolph and Tranel,

2004). This view is supported by growing evidence

indicating that the amygdala is implicated in the detection

and interpretation of visual information from faces (for

review see Zald, 2003). Electrophysiological recordings in

epileptic patients have shown that neural activity in the

amygdala can be evoked by neutral faces and faces of family

members and friends. Further, the amygdala is activated in

response to overt or masked emotionally expressive faces,

to arousal, threatening or fear-provoking stimuli, or during

gaze monitoring. There is still some debate on whether the

amygdala is preferentially activated by negative emotions.

Thus, greater activation of the amygdala has been found to

occur with fearful than happy faces and, perhaps, with sad

rather than angry faces, although both pleasant and aversive

tastes activate the amygdala. Nevertheless, it is likely that

the recognition of different emotional states involves

separable neural circuits (Harmer et al., 2001; Liotti et al.,

2000). Evidence for the involvement of the amygdala in the

regulation of emotions in humans has also come from

studies involving patients’ reports of their subjective

experiences upon stimulation of temporal lobe structures,

including the amygdala (Gloor, 1997). These reports

frequently touch on some aspects of the patients’

relationship with other people, and they tend to involve

actions, attitudes or intentions of others, perceived by the

patients to be directed at them. More recently, case report

studies have also shown that damage to the amygdala

acquired either in infancy or in adulthood impairs ‘Theory

of Mind’ (ToM) tasks, leading to the view that the amygdala

plays a critical role in ‘on-line’ theory of mind (Fine et al.,

2001; Stone et al., 2003).

Like lesions of the amygdala, prefrontal lesions that

include the orbital sector result in dramatic emotional

changes in humans, including euphoria, irresponsibility, and

lack of affect (for review see Damasio, 1994; Rolls, 1999).

Patients with damage to the orbitofrontal region manifest

impairment in real-life decision making, associated with

changes in their autonomic responses (Bechara et al., 1994)

and failed to monitor changes in the reward value of stimuli

and to use this information to guide their behavior (Hornak

et al., 1996). They also show impaired ability to generate

expectations about others’ negative emotional reactions

(Blair and Cipolotti, 2000) and are impaired both in the

production of facial expressions of emotion and recognition

of emotional expression from the face, voice, or gesture

(Damasio et al., 1990; Hornak et al., 1996; Kolb and Taylor,

1981, 1990; Ross and Mesulam, 1979; Ross et al., 1981).
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Neural activation of the orbitofrontal cortex has also been

found to reflect the magnitude of abstract reward and

punishment (O’Doherty et al., 2001b), and the processing of

unpleasant auditory information (Frey et al., 2000), as well

as to occur in the presence of pleasant and aversive tastes

(O’Doherty et al., 2001a) and uncertainty about outcome

(Critchley et al., 2001). More generally, the human orbital

frontal cortex appears to monitor outcomes even when no

reward is provided (Schnider et al., 2005).

The data indicate that, although the amygdala and orbital

frontal cortex are critical for understanding the emotional

and social significance of stimuli, their specific roles in the

regulation of emotional and social behavior most likely

differ (for review see Bachevalier and Meunier, 2005).

Thus, the amygdala does not seem to be the generator of

specific emotional responses, such as fear, rather it appears

to code and process facial movements, eye-gaze directions,

body postures, and gestures that are potent signals for the

production and modulation of appropriate social and

emotional responses towards other individuals. In addition,

the amygdala appears to be implicated in a specific class of

stimulus-reward associations: that is, associations between

discrete stimuli and their intrinsic reward value. Examples

include discovering the relationship between the way a

particular food item appears and how pleasant it tastes, or

the link between a specific animal in a social troop and its

level of agonistic behavior (for review see Baxter and

Murray, 2000). By contrast, the orbitofrontal cortex appears

to be less important for identifying the reward value

(significance or valence) of stimuli, but rather contributes

to the anticipation of reward and adjusts behavioral

responses when the reward values of stimuli have changed.

For example, both monkeys and humans with damage to the

orbitofrontal cortex are impaired on go/no-go task perform-

ance, in that they go on the no-go trials (Iversen and

Mishkin, 1970), and on object reversal and extinction tasks

in that they continue to respond to an object that is no longer

rewarded (Butter and Snyder, 1972; Dias et al., 1996; Jones

and Mishkin, 1972; Meunier et al., 1997; Rolls et al., 1983).

This role of the orbitofrontal cortex in modulating goal-

directed behavior when changes in reward value have

occurred has also been demonstrated by electrophysiologi-

cal recording during similar behavioral tasks (Schultz et al.,

2000; Thorpe et al., 1983). Thus, the failure to respond

normally after damage to the orbitofrontal cortex by

adapting behavior when reinforcers have changed may be

a fundamental deficit that underlies impulsiveness, disin-

hibition, inappropriate responses to other people’s moods,

and inadequate self-regulation of social–emotional

behavior.

In sum, while the amygdala appears to be a neural system

that acts to detect the significance of objects or events for the

individual, the orbitofrontal cortex makes use of this

information to guide goal-directed behaviors and to adjust

behavior appropriately in accordance with changing

conditions (Bechara et al., 1999; for review see Holland
and Gallagher, 2004). This process of self-regulation is of

particular interest as it applies to the social and emotional

cognition and behavior of persons with autism. Given the

specific roles of the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex in the

self-regulation of social–emotional behaviors, a dysfunction

of the amygdala might result in difficulty detecting

information relevant to the mental states, emotions, attitudes

and intentions of others and their significance for the self.

By contrast, a dysfunction of the orbitofrontal cortex would

result in difficulty in modifying one’s own behavior

appropriately in response to changes in the behavior of

others. Like individuals with partial damage to the

amygdala who show impaired recognition of facial

emotions, but intact visual discrimination (Young et al.,

1996), people with autism are impaired in face recognition,

identification of facial expressions, discrimination of faces,

and memory for faces (for review see Grelotti et al., 2002)

and lack insight into the mental life of other individuals.

Further, people with autism are less able to use such

information to guide their own behavior. Thus, they also

resemble individuals with damage to the orbitofrontal

cortex, who have difficulty modulating goal-directed

behaviors in response to changes.

Even though a dysfunction of the orbitofrontal–

amygdala circuit could be related to many, if not all, the

social symptoms seen in autism, it does not by itself explain

the heterogeneous expression of the disorder. As we have

mentioned earlier, a simple and static unidirectional model

in which a defective brain system results in specific

behavioral deficits is inadequate to explain the complexity

of a developmental disorder such as autism. We thus present

below the basis for a more comprehensive developmental

approach that provides some insights into possible source of

variability linked to differences in neural development.
6. Maturation of the orbitofrontal-limbic circuit

and severity of the autistic social deficits

A critical factor that must be taken into consideration in a

neurodevelopmental model of autism is that the orbito-

frontal cortex and amygdala not only play different roles in

the control and modulation of socio-emotional cognition but

they also appear to develop at different time periods during

postnatal life. As a result, dysfunction in either or both of

these two brain areas can result in different behavioral

outcomes that could be of great significance in explaining

the varying severity and nature of the social deficits seen in

people with autistic spectrum disorders.

For example, Bechara and colleagues (1999) showed that

patients with damage to the orbitofrontal cortex and those

with damage to the amygdala are both impaired in decision-

making, although the nature of the deficits seen after each

lesion is different, and each lesion yields a different pattern

of behavioral outcomes in the real-life activities of these

patients. The decision-making deficits of patients with
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amygdala damage appear to be related to a failure to

appropriately perceive the affective significance (valence)

of things they experience and to evoke the corresponding

affective somatic states (i.e. experience the corresponding

emotional feelings and the consequent motivational states).

By contrast, the deficits of patients with damage to the

orbitofrontal cortex involve failure to modify behavior

appropriately and continuously in response to the varying

significance of things they experience.

Impairment of the amygdala usually results in inap-

propriate behavioral and emotional reactions that eventually

lead to physical harm to the patient and others. In fact, most

such patients need to be under supervised care and cannot

function alone in society (Lee et al., 1988, Lee et al., 1995).

For example, such a patient might come to harm in a

situation where other persons are provoked to anger,

because he or she does not understand the significance of

others’ angry or aggressive behavior and does not

experience an appropriate emotional/motivational reaction

to it. By contrast, the decision-making deficit in a patient

with orbitofrontal damage is less related to a failure to

experience appropriate emotional states associated with

social situations, than to a failure of the patient to modify or

modulate these states and their behavior when the social

situations change. Such an impairment usually has less

immediate consequences than does amygdala impairment,

resulting mostly in financial losses or problems in peer

relationships (Eslinger and Damasio, 1985), but in some

cases, it could lead to involvement in inappropriate or

dangerous activity. This distinction between the role of the

orbitofrontal cortex and that of the amygdala in decision-

making, together with their specific roles in goal-oriented

behaviors, suggests that early dysfunction of the orbito-

frontal cortex may result in less debilitating socio-emotional

disturbances than early damage to the amygdala. In fact, we

could envision that early dysfunction of the amygdala

results in a severe impairment of the recognition of faces,

facial expressions, and other meaningful gestures, together

with profound deficits in awareness of the social and

emotional significance of things and situations experienced.

By contrast, early dysfunction of the orbitofrontal cortex

could result in a relatively spared ability to recognize simple

emotional expressions (at least the easier ones, such as

happiness and sadness), although recognition of more

difficult or complex emotions, such as disgust and surprise,

could still be impaired. A relative sparing of emotion

recognition could be combined with difficulty recognizing

other people’s thoughts, beliefs, intentions, etc. and their

significance for the self, together with difficulty regulating

one’s own behavioral responses in the context of a

continuously changing social world.

The emergence of these different behavioral outcomes

may also follow different time courses (for review see

Machado and Bachevalier, 2003). Both the amygdala and

the orbitofrontal cortex develop relatively early in infancy.

However, the amygdala appears functional at birth
(Humphrey, 1968; Kling, 1966; Kordower et al., 1992;

Nikolić and Kostović, 1986), whereas, the orbitofrontal

cortex develops gradually over the postnatal period. Thus,

the ability to perform the object reversal task, a measure of

orbital frontal cortex functioning, reaches adult proficiency

around 30 months of age in children (Diamond and Doar,

1989; Overman, 2004). Prior to 30 months of age, males

outperformed females in the object reversal task, suggesting

a more rapid functional maturation of this prefrontal cortical

region in male children than in females. Yet, functional

maturation of the orbital frontal cortex continues until

adulthood, as revealed by another measure of orbital frontal

cortex function, i.e. the Iowa Gambling Task (Overman,

2004). In this task, performance improved with age, from 12

years of age until adulthood. Interestingly, it has been

hypothesized that the beginning of the maturational process

of the orbitofrontal cortex constitutes a critical period for

socio-emotional development in humans (Schore, 1994,

1996). Thus, while an early dysfunction of the amygdala

could be associated with behavioral changes present at birth,

the behavioral changes associated with an early dysfunction

of the orbitofrontal cortex may not become apparent until

around the second year of life, when this neural structure

begins to function. That is, prior to the age at which the

orbitofrontal cortex begins to show functional maturity,

both normally developing children and children with autism

should perform equally on skills mediated by the

orbitofrontal cortex. However, after this age, as these skills

continue to develop and are used in the monitoring of more

complex social situations, a dysfunction of the orbital

frontal cortex, which was functionally silent at an early age,

may in fact yield more debilitating functional outcomes as

the brain progressively continues to develop.

There is relatively little information available on the

long-term behavioral effects of early dysfunction of the

orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit in humans. However, a few

case reports have recently appeared in the literature. One

patient with bilateral damage to the amygdala that occurred

in childhood or early adolescence from Urbach–Wiethe

disease displayed significant deficits in the interpretation of

moving geometric displays that most normal participants

interpret as social agents pursuing goals and having feelings

(Adolphs et al., 2002). Fine et al. (2001) report a patient

with early left amygdala damage and a diagnosis of

Asperger’s syndrome and schizophrenia who was impaired

on second-order false belief tasks, comprehension of mental

state cartoons, and advanced theory of mind stories

requiring participants to understand non-literal utterances,

such as white lies, bluffing or sarcasm. Further, two other

cases with early damage to the frontal pole and ventro-

medial prefrontal cortex (before 16 months of age) were

shown to have severely impaired social behavior despite

normal basic cognitive abilities (Anderson et al., 1999).

These two patients had also defective social and moral

reasoning, abilities that are usually spared in patients with

acquired frontal lobe damage. Finally, a recent review of
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cases with early prefrontal damage by Eslinger et al. (2004)

indicate that early injury to the orbitofrontal cortex is

associated with intractable deficits in the regulation of

emotions and social functioning.

There exists also several experimental findings that

support the view that the orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit is

operating relatively early in life to subserve the modulation

of socio-emotional behaviors. For example, neonatal

amygdala lesions in rodents have been shown to result in

severe changes in social behavior (Daenen et al., 2002;

Hanlon and Sutherland, 2000). In primates, Thompson and

colleagues (Thompson and Towfighi, 1976; Thompson

et al., 1968, Thompson et al., 1969) showed that bilateral

amygdala lesions (created by aspiration) made during the

third postnatal month leave subjects affectively and socially

impaired. After surgery, operated monkeys displayed more

fear responses during social encounters than did control

monkeys with whom they were paired, and the fear

responses made by the operated monkeys were most

profound whenever control animals became more active.

These enhanced fear reactions first appeared between three

and five months following surgery and intensified signifi-

cantly thereafter. By contrast, responses to novel objects in

the absence of other monkeys revealed an opposite pattern

of results, with operated monkeys displaying fewer fear

responses than controls. These results have recently been

replicated (Bauman et al., 2004; Prather et al., 2001) using

similar testing paradigms but using more selective damage

to the amygdala that spared the surrounding cortical areas at

approximately two weeks of age and more naturalistic

rearing conditions. Thus, early amygdala lesions do not

abolish the normal emergence of fear responses at around

three months of age, but do affect the magnitude of the fear

responses displayed in the presence of peers and novel

objects. This finding suggests that the operated animals have

difficulty in evaluating the significance of social and non-

social situations and implementing behaviors that will keep

them from harm. When monkeys who received amygdala

lesions during infancy were re-tested during adulthood

(Thompson, 1981; Thompson et al., 1977), they showed

transient hyperactivity, subordination and decreased fear

during social interactions, suggesting that the amygdala

lesions may have affected the normal development of

aggressive responses. These changes in social and emotion-

al behavior seen after early damage to the amygdala were

also found by Bachevalier (1994), who investigated the

development of social interactions in infant monkeys that

were amygdalectomized during the first post-natal month. In

addition to the socio-emotional changes, the operated

subjects displayed drastically altered vocal responses to

social separations (Newman and Bachevalier, 1997). Thus,

the amygdala appears to be operating early in life to regulate

affective responses and to establish and maintain social

relationships.

At the current time, there is only one study on the effects

of early damage to the orbital frontal cortex on social and
emotional behavior in non-human primates. Bowden et al.

(1971) investigated the behavioral effects of damaging the

orbitofrontal or dorsolateral prefrontal cortex at approxi-

mately two months of age in monkeys during free

interactions between the operated and unoperated control

monkeys. The monkeys with early lesions of the orbito-

frontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex showed higher

frequencies of huddling alone than controls during social

encounters, and orbitofrontal cortex lesion subjects also

initiated fewer behaviors overall than controls and monkeys

with dorsolateral prefrontal cortex lesions. However, there

was no indication of significant changes in fear reactions in

either group. Thus, unlike early damage to the amygdala,

which appears to dysregulate both fear and social behavior,

early damage to the orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal

cortices only impairs the initiation of social interactions.

Furthermore, although the long-term effects of neonatal

orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex damage on

social and emotional behaviors is still unknown, tests of

behavioral inhibition, extinction and working memory

indicate that orbital frontal and dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex lesions produced after eight months of age result in

greater impairment that when the same lesions are inflicted

just after birth (Goldman et al., 1974; Jones and Mishkin,

1972; Lewis, 1997). These results contrast with findings on

early lesions of the amygdala, as discussed earlier. The

message emerging from these developmental studies is that

if a lesion affects a brain structure or region that has yet to

mature functionally, the effects of the lesion may remain

silent until a time in development when that structure or

system becomes functionally mature.

The behaviours exhibited by non-human primates with

neonatal lesions of the amygdala parallel in some ways

those seen in children with autism (cf Loveland, 2005 for

more discussion; Amaral, 2002). Like amygdalectomized

monkeys, young children with autism often display

excessive fear in response to situations that would not

ordinarily evoke such a degree of fear in typically

developing young children (e.g. the sound of a vacuum

cleaner, the presence of a large group of people, a toilet

flushing). At the same time, they sometimes do not display

sufficient fear or caution in response to situations where fear

or caution would ordinarily be expected (e.g. fearlessly

approaching strangers or climbing in high places). The form

and degree of fearfulness/fearlessness in autism varies from

individual to individual, reflecting that child’s history of

experiences, and it results in idiosyncratic patterns of

affective responding to specific stimuli. However, as a

group, individuals with autism have a high degree of anxiety

relative to typically developing persons (Bradley et al.,

2004; Kim et al., 2000; Loveland et al., unpublished work).

Like the amygdalectomized non-human primates, they can

be described as having difficulty evaluating the significance

for themselves of both social and non-social stimuli

and difficulty regulating their affective and behavioral

responses to them. Furthermore, like the animals with
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early damage to the orbital frontal cortex, individuals with

autism have difficulty in the initiation of social interactions

(see for review Loveland, 2005).

The foregoing discussion suggests that the time of

emergence, nature, and severity of autistic behavioral

symptoms may relate to the extent of damage to the

orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit, i.e. whether both, or only

one, of these two structures is dysfunctional but also when,

during the maturation of this neural circuit, the dysfunction

occurs. This conjecture could help to explain why the

severity of autistic social deficits varies from one individual

to the next, as well as why some individuals have clear

autistic behavioral deficits from birth, while others develop

normally but suffer a regression to autism in the second year

of life.
7. Heterogeneity of behavioral symptoms in autism

Yet another important issue that must be addressed in a

neurobiological model of autism is the heterogeneity of

behavioral symptoms. For example, such a model should

explain why some individuals with autism have mental

retardation, but others do not, and why individuals vary in

the extent to which they manifest repetitive or obsessive–

compulsive behaviors. Behavioral heterogeneity in autism

has already received several possible explanations. One is

that the primary social deficits of autism may in turn affect

the development of other intellectual abilities including

language and may be directly related to the emergence of

repetitive behaviors.

Another possibility is that other neural systems, known to

mediate executive functions and memory, could also be

primarily affected in autism. In a number of studies, persons

with autism have been found to have neurobiological and

functional abnormalities in the frontal lobe of the brain

(Carper and Courchesne, 2000; Harrison et al., 1998;

Kawasaki et al., 1997; Minshew et al., 1999). There have

also been a number of recent studies that support a role for

prefrontal deficits in the behavioral and cognitive manifes-

tations of autism. In particular, deficits in executive

functioning have been found in many studies of people

with autism (Ciesielski and Harris, 1997; Ciesielski et al.,

1997; Coldren and Halloran, 2003; Craig and Baron-Cohen,

1999; Dawson et al., 1995, Dawson et al., 1998; Gilotty

et al., 2002; McEvoy et al., 1993; Ozonoff, 1995; Ozonoff

and McEvoy, 1994; Ozonoff et al., 1991; Planche et al.,

2002; Rinehart et al., 2002; Rumsey and Hamburger, 1988;

Russell et al., 1999). Some of these studies have suggested

not only that executive functioning is deficient in persons

with autistic spectrum disorders or their near relatives

(Hughes et al., 1997, Hughes et al., 1999; Piven and Palmer,

1997), but also that such deficits are associated with, and

may account for, deficits in performance on ToM tasks.

However, there is also evidence that executive function

deficits are not specific to autism (e.g. Baron-Cohen and
Robertson, 1995; Griffith et al., 1999; Ozonoff, 1997;

Pennington et al., 1997; Sergeant et al., 2002) and that they

may be reduced or absent in the highest functioning

individuals, especially those with Asperger syndrome

(Liss et al., 2001; Rinehart et al., 2001). Thus, even though

executive function deficits are present in persons with

autism, they are, by themselves, probably insufficient to

account for the behavioral manifestations of autism, apart

from performance on ToM and some other cognitive tasks.

On the other hand, the presence of these deficits in

individuals with autism supports the hypothesis that frontal

lobe impairments are associated with autism, and suggests

that cognitive deficits originating in the frontal lobe most

likely play a role in the manifestations of autism.

Yet another possible explanation for the heterogeneity of

symptoms in autism rests more specifically on a primary

dysfunction of the subcortical temporal lobe structures.

Indeed, experimental evidence not only suggests that early

damage to the amygdala and hippocampus yields severe

deficits in socio-emotional behaviors and memory, respect-

ively, but also that early damage to these structures has

widespread secondary impact on other developing neural

systems. Among these are the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

and striatum, both of which have been implicated in

executive functions and stereotyped behaviors, respectively,

in autism.
8. Early medial temporal lobe dysfunction

and heterogeneity of autistic symptoms

The developmental studies in non-human primates

reported above (Bachevalier, 1994) have also indicated

that the behavioral deficits observed after early damage to

the amygdala are substantially exacerbated when the lesions

were extended more caudally to include the hippocampal

formation and the adjacent temporal cortex (Bachevalier,

1991, Bachevalier, 1994; Bachevalier and Merjanian, 1994;

Bachevalier et al., 2001; Málková et al., 1997). Although the

operated monkeys were able to initiate social signals (threat,

fear grimaces, etc.), they show numerous abnormalities in

the use and regulation of these social signals as they

matured, including withdrawal from social interactions and

lack of or reduced initiation of social interactions. In

addition, they displayed profound and persistent loss of

certain types of memory functions as well as stereotypies.

Thus, the extent to which the medial temporal lobe

structures were affected constitutes another significant

factor for the nature and severity of the long-term behavioral

and cognitive changes observed (Bachevalier, 1994,

Bachevalier, 2000).

All together these experimental data led us to speculate

that the extent of damage to the medial temporal

lobe region could have the potential to explain some of

the heterogeneity of behavioral deficits found in autism.

That is, the severe learning and memory deficits shown in
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people with autism and severe mental retardation might

result from involvement of large portions of the medial

temporal lobe, including the amygdala, hippocampus, and

adjacent cortex. However, in the case of subjects with

relatively preserved cognitive abilities, the amygdala may

be more affected than the hippocampus and adjacent

cortical areas, resulting in social abnormalities but more

intact learning and memory abilities. Interestingly, human

studies have already shown that lower-functioning persons

with autism show impairment in medial temporal lobe

memory functions (for review see Shalom, 2003). By

contrast, high-functioning people with autism performed

remarkably well on two versions of a delayed-matching

task (Barth et al., 1995), which is a memory task

commonly used to measure medial temporal lobe memory

functioning in humans and monkeys. These findings led to

our secondary hypothesis, that the degree of intellectual

impairment present in individuals with autism could be

directly related to the integrity of a second neural circuit,

which includes the hippocampus and its relationship to the

medial temporal, parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(see above). There is, as yet, no consistent report of

changes in hippocampal volumes in autism (for review see

Cody et al., 2002): some studies found decreased

hippocampal volumes (Aylward et al., 1999; Saitoh et

al., 2001), others reported enlarged volumes (Schumann et

al., 2004; Sparks et al., 2002), and still others found no

changes (Haznedar et al., 2000; Howard et al., 2000; Piven

et al., 1998). Nevertheless, postmortem investigations of

the brain of autistic people (Bauman and Kemper, 2004)

reported reduced neuronal cell size and increased cell-

packing density bilaterally in the hippocampus.

Finally, the developmental studies in monkeys also

revealed that the early insult to the medial temporal lobe

led to widespread repercussions for other brain structures

with which they are interconnected. Thus, adult monkeys

with early damage to the medial temporal lobe not only

showed impairment in tasks measuring functions of the

medial temporal lobe structures, but also in tasks

measuring dorsolateral prefrontal functions; i.e. these

operated animals showed clear deficits on a working

memory task, such as spatial delayed alternation

(J. Bachevalier, unpublished data). Furthermore, as

compared to normal control and monkeys that had

received the same lesions in adulthood, those with

medial temporal lobe lesions in infancy showed a

delayed maturation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(Bertolino et al., 1997; Chlan-Fourney et al., 2000),

associated with a dysregulation of striatal dopaminergic

neurotransmission (Heinz et al., 1999; Saunders et al.,

1998) and increased volume of the caudate nucleus

(Málková and Bachevalier, unpublished observations).

Such dysregulation of prefrontal-striatal dopamine

transmission could have an interesting relationship with

the ritualistic and stereotyped behaviors seen in some

people with autism (Sears et al., 1999). These newest
findings suggest that the lack of functional inputs from

the medial temporal structures prevents the prefrontal

cortex from undergoing proper neuronal development.

The data also imply that a fixed dysfunction localized to

one of the nodes of a neural circuit can influence other

areas of the circuit, especially if this dysfunction occurs

early in development. Interestingly, a recent neuroima-

ging study investigating the basal ganglia in autism has

reported increased volume of the caudate nucleus which

correlated significantly with stereotyped repetitive beha-

viors, but not with social or communication deficits

(Sears et al., 1999).

In sum, the experimental findings lead to several

provocative hypotheses concerning potential configur-

ations of underlying brain dysfunction that may be

related to differing outcomes in autism. For example, one

could speculate that an early dysfunction of both the

amygdala and hippocampus (in the perinatal period)

would yield not only early impairment of functions

normally served by the amygdala and hippocampus, but

would also lead to dysregulation of the prefrontal areas

(orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices) to

which the amygdala and hippocampus are interconnected.

Such a child might manifest both a severe disorder of

socio-emotional development and a deficit in intellectual

development (e.g. Wing’s Aloof category) (Wing and

Attwood, 1987; Wing and Gould, 1979), associated with

stereotypies.

By contrast, a child with a dysfunction restricted to the

amygdala, which could further affect the maturation of the

orbitofrontal cortex with which the amygdala is strongly

interconnected, might show severe social impairments

together with relatively unimpaired intellectual abilities.

Finally, a child with dysfunction of the orbitofrontal cortex

might not manifest social skills impairment until the second

year of life, leading to an observed loss of skills at the time

when the dysfunctional orbitofrontal cortex begins to

mature (differences in behavioral outcomes among regres-

sors might be related to the presence/absence of impair-

ments in other structures, such as the dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex).

As these examples illustrate, our neurodevelopmental

model has the potential to illuminate some of the most

persistent issues in the field of autism research. Among

these are the origins of the developmental differences

observed in persons with autism with and without mental

retardation, those who do or do not exhibit early

regression, and those with differing severity of autism.

Such a model may also provide important information

about relationships between the development of neurop-

sychological deficits and clinical and laboratory measures

of socio-emotional functioning. As might be expected,

there is growing evidence in recent years to suggest that

the orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit is dysfunctional in

people with autism.
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9. Is the orbitofrontal–amygdala circuit dysfunctional

in autism?

Recent clinical and experimental studies lend support to

the view that medial temporal lobe structures are involved in

the genesis of ASD (for review see Baron-Cohen et al.,

2000; Dawson, 1996). Within the medial temporal lobe, the

amygdala in particular has been linked to manifestations of

autism. Fein and colleagues (1987) have argued that

dysfunction of the amygdala in autism results in disruption

of the ability to assign meaning to social stimuli. Similarly,

Fotheringham (1991) suggested that dysfunction of the

amygdala in autism brings about a failure to appreciate the

normal motivational and emotional significance of stimuli.

These formulations are compatible with the theoretical

positions of Hobson (1992) and Loveland (1991, 2001),

both of whom have argued that for people with autism the

world is not meaningful in the same ways as for other

people.

Clinically, children and adults with autism or another

ASD have been reported to have abnormalities affecting the

medial temporal lobe structures, such as enlargement of the

temporal horn of the lateral ventricles (Campbell et al.,

1982; Damasio et al., 1980; Hauser et al., 1975; Jacobson

et al., 1988), and temporal lobe epilepsy or temporal EEG

abnormalities (DeLong, 1978; Deonna et al., 1993; Deykin

and MacMahon, 1979; Hauser et al., 1975; Payton and

Minshew, 1987). In addition, Hoon and Reiss (1992)

described a young male child with a left temporal

oligodendroglioma, who demonstrated a constellation of

autistic behaviors meeting the DSM-III-R criteria for

pervasive developmental disorder. Finally, White and

Rosenbloom (1992) described a child with infantile autism

who was found on CT scanning to have a partial absence of

the left temporal lobe.

There are only few postmortem investigations of brains

of persons with autism. Neuropathological studies (Bauman

and Kemper, 2004; Hof et al., 1991) have shown that, while

the brains of people with autism appear of normal weight,

gyral configuration, and myelination, microscopic cytoarch-

itectonic abnormalities (increased cell densities, small cell

sizes) occur in limbic structures, such as the hippocampus,

amygdala, entorhinal cortex, septal nuclei, and mammillary

bodies along with a loss of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum.

The overall size of the hippocampus is reduced and, in the

amygdala, there is an indication that the more severe cases

of autism have larger portions of the amygdala affected by

abnormal cell-packing densities.

Recently, a growing number of both structural and

functional neuroimaging studies have reported increased

head size and brain volume (Bailey et al., 1998; Courchesne

and Pierce, 2005; Hardan et al., 2001; Piven et al., 1996) as

well as abnormalities in medial temporal lobe structures,

such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and ventral temporal

cortex, which suggest that these structures are indeed

dysfunctional in people with ASD (for review see Cody
et al., 2002). Interestingly, Howard et al. (2000) reported

that high-functioning subjects with autism showed impair-

ment in the recognition of facial expressions that was

associated with enlarged amygdala volume, and Schultz and

colleagues (Schultz et al., 2000a,b) showed an abnormal

activation of the ventral temporal cortex during face

discrimination in individuals with Autism and Asperger

syndrome. More recently, Sparks et al. (2002) observed that

a subset of 31 children with autistic disorder had larger

amygdala volumes than 14 children with PDD-NOS,

suggesting that increased volume of the amygdala may be

related to the severity of symptoms present in autism.

Furthermore, Schumann et al. (2004) indicated an early

abnormal development of the amygdala in autism, as well as

an abnormal development of the hippocampus. Using a

single-case voxel-based morphometric analyses, Salmond

et al. (2003) found abnormality in the amygdala in half of

the children (7 out of 14) with autism. Increases and/or

decreases in grey matter volume were found in several brain

regions related to social cognition (see below), including the

amygdala, right fusiform gyrus, the anterior cingulate and

superior temporal sulcus, the superior temporal gyrus, and

the cerebellum (Abell et al., 1999; Waiter et al., 2004).

Using fMRI, Critchley et al. (2000) showed facial

expressions of emotion to high-functioning adults with

autism and control subjects. Subjects with autism differed

from controls in the activity of cerebellar, mesolimbic and

temporal lobe cortical brain regions. For example, when

asked to explicitly judge emotional expressions, they did not

activate the fusiform gyrus (e.g. the cortical ’face area’), and

when asked to make implicit judgments about emotional

expressions, they did not activate the left amygdala region

and left cerebellum as the control subjects did. Finally,

people with autism spectrum disorders have been found to

show metabolic decreases in the anterior and posterior

cingulate areas (Haznedar et al., 2000) and in the temporal

and frontal areas (Hashimoto et al., 2000).

Similarly, a number of recent studies have found

abnormalities in the frontal lobe, particularly the ventral

prefrontal portion (Carper and Courchesne, 2000; George

et al., 1992; Harrison et al., 1998; Kawasaki et al., 1997;

Minshew et al., 1999; Salmond et al., 2003; Siegel et al.,

1995; Zilbovicius et al., 1995), suggesting that the

orbitofrontal cortex is likely to be dysfunctional in autism

(Dawson et al., 1998; Schultz et al., 2000). Thus, all

evidence points towards a dysfunction of a neural network

in autism that includes not only the amygdala and orbital

frontal cortex, but also interconnected brain structures, such

as the anterior cingulate, ventral temporal cortex, superior

temporal gyrus, and cerebellum (see below).

Additional evidence for a dysfunction of this neural

network in autism is provided by recent findings on

abnormalities in the development of the brain serotonin

system in autism (Chugani, 2004; Scott and Deneris, 2005;

Whitaker-Azmitia, 2005). During normal development in

humans, brain serotonin levels increase throughout the first
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two to five years and then decline of more than 50% to reach

the adult levels (Chugani et al., 1999; Hedner et al., 1986).

Functional imaging studies indicate that, unlike non-autistic

children who show serotonin synthesis capacity greater than

200% of adult values until the age of 5 years, autistic

children had lower levels of serotonin synthesis (Chugani

et al., 1997, Chugani et al., 1999). These reduced levels of

brain serotonin early in development affected the develop-

ment of several cortical territories including the frontal,

temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes asymmetrically

(Chandana et al., 2005) and the formation of intracortical

and thalamocortical circuitry (Chugani, 2004). As recently

reviewed (Chugani, 2002; Whitaker-Azmitia, 2001; Whita-

ker-Azmitia, 2005), beside its role as a neurotransmitter,

serotonin plays a critical role during development in

dendritic elaboration, synaptogenesis, neurogenesis as well

as cortical organization (Janusonis et al., 2004). In addition,

a recent rodent model of autism produced by prenatal

treatment with a serotonin agonist, 5-methoxytryptamine

(5-MT), has shown behavioral changes that share some

similarities with the symptoms observed in autism, and that

are accompanied with metabolic abnormalities in the cortex

suggestive of a delayed or arrested maturation of the cortex

(Kahne et al., 2002) as well as cellular changes in the

amygdala and the hypothalamus (Whitaker-Azmitia, 2005).

Furthermore, treatment with 5-MT during fetal develop-

ment led to alterations of presubicular cortical column

development, a finding consistent with the recent obser-

vation of abnormalities in cortical columns in the brain of

autistic individuals (Casanova et al., 2002a,b).
10. Other possible neural components of social–

emotional self-regulation

Although the present review has focused on the

amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex as major players in the

development of autism, there are several other brain

structures that are known to be implicated in the regulation

of socio-emotional behaviors in both humans and animals.

They include the temporopolar region, the anterior

cingulate, cortical areas within the superior temporal

structures and the cerebellum. Interestingly, all have direct

or indirect connections with the amygdala and orbitofrontal

cortex and have been associated to some of the symptoms

observed in autism.

The anterior cingulate cortex is an agranular cortical area

which lies on the medial surface of the frontal lobe, around

the genu of the corpus callosum. This cortical area is

interconnected with the amygdala and receives dense

projections from the midline and intralaminar nuclei of

the thalamus but few direct cortical projections from the

frontal pole and lateral prefrontal cortex, from the

temporopolar, parahippocampal and entorhinal cortices,

or from the posterior parietal cortex (Bachevalier et al.,

1997; Baleydier and Mauguière, 1980; Vogt et al., 1979).
The anterior cingulate cortex has been implicated in the

production of vocalizations in monkeys (Jürgens and Ploog,

1970; Ploog, 1986; Robinson, 1967) and in the initiation of

speech in humans (Barris and Schuman, 1953; Jürgens and

von Cramon, 1982). Thus, the pathway connecting the

amygdala to the anterior cingulate cortex may be crucial for

the emotional modulation of vocalizations and speech. In

addition, because the anterior cingulate cortex is involved in

effector and executive functions, i.e. in controlling

visceromotor, endocrine, or skeletomotor outputs, it is

likely that this area controls emotional outputs not only for

speech but for all body postures and movements, and for

internal emotional changes (Devinsky et al., 1995; Vogt

et al., 1992). That is, as the organism evaluates the affective

significance of something experienced, the anterior cingu-

late may be involved in selecting specific responses that are

consistent with the situation as evaluated (e.g. fight or

flight?). Another function attributed to the anterior cingulate

cortex is the control of the mechanisms underlying

exploratory behavior and attention toward sensory stimuli.

Thus, this cortical area may be important to direct the

subject’s vigilance towards events that are of emotional or

motivational significance. In addition, a rostral anterior

cingulate cortex activation have generally been found when

human subjects viewed emotionally arousing images (Blair

et al., 1999; Lane et al., 1999; Whalen et al., 1998), or in

self-regulation of emotional responses (Beauregard et al.,

2001), appraised and evaluated emotional stimuli

(Nakamura et al., 1999; Narumoto et al., 2000), or made

attributions about the thoughts and beliefs of others

(Frith and Frith, 1999; Gallagher et al., 2000). As reviewed

by Frith (2001), the anterior cingulate cortex is activated

during the attribution of mental states to others and during

the monitoring of inner states of self, and damage to this

cortical area have been associated with difficulty in

attributing mental states to others. Finally, a recent study

assessing the effects of bilateral anterior cingulate cortex

lesions (Hadland et al., 2003) showed a decreased in social

interactions and in vocalizations indicating that the

cingulate cortex clearly has a role in the regulation of

affiliative behavior.

The temporopolar cortex covers the rostral tip of the

temporal pole and consists of a mesiocortical area that

corresponds to a great extent to Brodmann’s area 38

(Chabardès et al., 2002). It provides a site for convergence

of highly processed sensory inputs arising from sensory

cortical areas and limbic inputs from amygdala and

orbitofrontal cortex (Gloor, 1997; Moran et al., 1987).

This cortical region represents a discrete temporal area

where integration of both internal and external inputs could

occur and that has been associated with the regulation of

autonomic functions and emotions (Chabardès et al., 2002).

The temporopolar region has also been linked to social–

emotional behavior in humans (for review see Dupont,

2002). For example, activation of the left temporopolar

region has been found in healthy volunteers performing face
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recognition tasks, and activation of the right temporopolar

region has been reported when normal volunteers processed

stories with emotional and affective content (Beauregard

et al., 1997). In addition, direct electrical stimulation of the

temporal pole in patients with drug-resistant temporal lobe

epilepsy elicits psychic, viscero-sensitive, autonomic and

viscero-motor responses (Ostrowsky et al., 2002). To date

there are no observations on socioaffective changes after

lesions involving exclusively the temporopolar cortex.

Nevertheless, in few non-human primate studies in which

this area was damaged together with more lateral temporal

cortical areas, but in which the amygdala was left intact,

changes in social behavior and affect were noted (Akert

et al., 1961; Myers, 1958, Myers, 1975; Myers and Swett,

1970). The monkeys with such lesions showed abnormal

social interactions as well as a lack of vocal and facial

communications. Those operated animals that were released

in the field never rejoined their social group, though there

was no evidence that they were rejected by their peers.

When attacked by strangers, they displayed no aggressive

responses. Conversely, bilateral lesions of temporal visual

areas located more posteriorly, but which spared the

temporopolar area, resulted in no changes in social

behavior. Thus, this pattern of results indicates that the

behavioral deficits in socioaffective behavior following

anterior temporal lesions are dependent on rostral temporal

cortical removal and can occur without incidental damage to

the medial temporal lobe structures, such as the amygdala.

Cortical areas within the superior temporal sulcus (STS)

appear to be critical for the processing of faces and voices

during social communication. For example, the direction of

eye gaze, one of the most important cues for determining the

direction of another’s attention (for review see Emery,

2000), appears to occur in the STS. A small population of

neurons in these cortical areas responds selectively to face

stimuli, and more specifically to eye gaze directions (Gross

and Sergent, 1992; Perrett et al., 1982). In addition, recent

fMRI studies have identified voice-selective areas in normal

adults, located along the upper bank of STS bilaterally

(Belin et al., 2000). Individuals with autism have difficulties

in voice perception, such as a lack of preference for their

mother’s voice and impairment in the extraction of mental

states from voices (Klin, 1991; Loveland et al., 1995;

Rutherford et al., 2002) and failed to activate the STS voice-

selective regions in response to vocal sounds, although they

showed normal activation pattern in response to non-vocal

sounds (Gervais et al., 2004). There exist no reports on the

effects of lesions of this cortical area on social behavior.

Interestingly a circuit involving the medial prefrontal

cortex, superior temporal sulcus at the temporo-parietal

junction, and temporal poles is activated in normal

subjects while attributing mental states to animated

shapes. By contrast, less activation in these brain regions

was found in people with autism or Asperger syndrome

(Castelli et al., 2002), indicating a functional connectivity
between these brain structures in mental state

attributions.

Finally, there exists increasing evidence for a role of the

cerebellum in the modulation of higher-cognitive functions

in addition to its well-recognized role in the coordination of

equilibrium, posture, and gait (Kandel and Jessell, 1991).

For example, the cerebellum is important for sensory

acquisition, discrimination, and modulation for the purpose

of aiding sensory systems in exploring and understanding

the environment. The cerebellum is also critical for the

coordination of attention, perception and thought in a

manner analogous to its role in motor control. Socio-

emotional disturbances, and autistic-like behaviors, as well

as cognitive impairments have also been noted in children

with surgical removals of posterior fossa tumors, which

include portions of the cerebellum (Levisohn et al., 2000;

Riva and Giorgi, 2000). Many studies have now shown

neuropathological changes within the cerebellum of people

with autism. This finding has led Courchesne et al. (1994) to

propose that impairment in specific attention processes

could contribute to the deficit in joint attention described in

people with autism and that, in turn, this deficit in joint

attention may impede development of higher social,

language, and cognitive skills. Furthermore, Lee et al.

(2003), based on similar evidence, suggested that autism is a

disorder of a circuit involving the cerebellum and limbic

structures such as the amygdala, hippocampus, orbital

frontal cortex and cingulate cortices.
11. Conclusion

We emphasize that the theoretical approach presented in

this article is not reductionistic, in that it does not seek to

replace formulations based on behavioral development with

formulations based on brain development. Rather, we

assume that descriptions and theories based on relationships

among cognition, behavior, and brain over the course of

development are necessary to explain how and why autism

is manifested in children and adolescents (cf Bachevalier

and Loveland, 2003; Happé and Frith, 1996; Loveland,

2001). The neurodevelopmental model discussed in the

present paper reflects an integrated view of current ideas

about the social deficits in autism, the accumulating

knowledge on the neurobiology of social cognition and

emotion, as well as a description of disordered patterns of

behavior resulting from experimental damage to the

frontolimbic system. Because of the complexity of the

clinical disorder and our incomplete knowledge of

the neural network that controls and guides complex social

behavior in our daily life, the model is at the present time

over-simplified. For example, even though the amygdala

and the orbitofrontal cortex are central to our neurodevelop-

mental model of autism, we believe that other brain

structures, such as the temporal pole areas, the cingulate

cortex, cerebellum, etc. will also likely be involved in
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specific ways in this disorder. Thus, this neural model is

offered not as a complete explanatory theory, but rather as

an heuristic approach that will permit the generation of

testable hypotheses about the possible outcomes that might

result from early dysfunction of different portions of this

neural network. We believe that a vertically integrated

approach to the study of autism—one that combines

multifaceted human investigations and experimental studies

with animal models—has the potential not only to revise our

current understanding of brain development and its relation

to the maturation of basic processes such as social cognition

and self-regulation of social–emotional behavior, but also to

offer a new foundation for determining the neuropatholo-

gical bases of several developmental disorders in humans.
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